Quick end expected for ND Nestle boycott

By JENNIFER BIGOTT
Staff Reporter

The Nestle boycott at Notre Dame will be suspended within the next two weeks, according to John Bozkowski of the World Hunger Coalition. The boycott, originally scheduled to run until next year, is being terminated following a joint statement issued by the International Nestle Committee (INBC) and Notre Dame.

The Committee, which represents many prominent organizations in the United States and Canada, including the United Auto Workers and several churches, is lifting the boycott against Nestle as a result of the steps the company has made in its marketing practices for infant formula in Third World countries.

Over the last decade, controversy has grown over Nestle's alleged involvement in improper and unethical marketing procedures in many undeveloped countries. At the core of the debate was mounting evidence of a much higher sickness and death rate among bottle-fed infants than among breast-fed infants. As a result of extensive advertising and marketing campaigns, many Third World mothers were led to believe breast feeding their babies was worse than bottle feeding.

According to reports from the American Public Health Association, Nestle encouraged the use of their products through the distribution of free samples and the enrollment of material and financial rewards to health workers who promoted the formula. "Milk nurses," subpersons dressed in nurses uniforms, were hired to infiltrate the hospitals and persuade nursing mothers that infant formula was a superior form of nutrition for their babies as compared to breast feeding.

However, certain educational and financial barriers proved this to be false. Many families could not afford to purchase the expensive infant formula their children needed. Consequently, overfeeding of the formula, often with contaminated water, frequently occurred leading to progressive malnutrition. Also, mother's milk, unlike infant formula, contains immunities which help protect babies against disease infection. As depriable sanitary conditions prevailed and many mothers couldn't read the directions for properly preparing the formula, UNICEF and the US. House of Representatives cited the use of infant formula over breast feeding as the case of an estimated one million deaths per year in developing countries.

As a result of the controversy, the World Health Organization (WHO) adopted the International Code of Marketing of Breast Milk Substitutes in May, 1981. The code provides guidelines to industry, government, health authorities, and non-governmental organizations. The United States was the only country, in a 118-1 vote, to vote against this voluntary code to encourage breastfeeding and to curb inappropriate marketing and advertising of infant formula, particularly in the Third World.

Since the time when the (WHO) code was adopted, Nestle has taken steps to implement this code in accordance with their own marketing and advertising practices. After intensive discussions involving UNICEF and the INBC in which Nestle further explained its position, the Committee decided to end the boycott. Notre Dame is expected to suspend its boycott soon.

In 1978, Notre Dame/Saint Mary's students voted to boycott Nestle, and the University Food Services honored the student vote in their agreement not to use any Nestle products. The boycott was continued after another student vote in 1982, and would have been voted on again next year.

The boycott can be cancelled without a student vote, according to Bozkowski. However, a letter will be sent to the school's administration from Director of Student Activities Jim McDonnell.

According to William Hickey, see NESTLE page 5

WDNU interviews Lech Walesa; informs him of honorary degree

By SCOTT HARDEK
Senior Staff Reporter

It took the help of a local television station, but 1982's last degree recipient has finally been notified by the University.

Lech Walesa, leader of the Polish labor movement, Solidarity, received a citation as honorary doctor of laws degree on January 24. The degree was given in absentia on May 15, 1982.

Walesa also received a personal letter from Father Hesburgh and a photograph of 1982 commencement dignitaries applauding a Solidarity Banner and a Polish flag draped over an empty chair.

The citation was presented to Walesa by Father Gene Kazmierczak of St. Adalbert's parish in South Bend.

Kazmierczak, along with reporter John Strauss and cameraman Dick Nemeth of WDNU television, presented the documents to him in his apartment in Gdansk. Kazmierczak got the items into the country by convincing a customs official that the picture was a family photograph and by hiding the citation and the letter under his clothing.

Father Hesburgh had previously tried to get the documents to Walesa through various dignitaries but was unsuccessful.

Kazmierczak believes his relative insignificance insured his secrecy. Said Kazmierczak, "I'm astonished by the faith in my ability to keep an object secret for 7 a.m. until 6 p.m. in Haggar Center.

In the race for student body offices, the ticket of Lee Ann Frank, president; Anne Marie Collman, vice president for student affairs, and Julie Straszczub, vice president for academic affairs, is competing with the ticket of Michelle Mantion, president; Maureen Kowalts, vice president for student affairs, and Chris Hart, vice president for academic affairs.

Running for senior class officers are; Maureen Galligan, president; Anne Gallo, vice president; Marty Bonich, secretary, and Jane Raah, treasurer; against Debbie Pancette, president; Mary Sue Dunn, vice president, Tracy Brigrabo, secretary, and Regina Pinotti, treasurer.

The junior candidates are; Julie Harmon, president, Janet Biegel, vice president, Sury Walsh, secretary, and Beth Sieber, treasurer, versus Mary Beth Lavez­ jorz, president, Linda Casco, vice president, Chris Jack, secretary, and see SMC page 3

SMC election meeting scheduled for tonight

By DIANNE MCBRIEN
News Staff

This week promises to be a politically important one for Saint Mary's student body and class officers. In order to elect candidates with the largest number of can­ didates and their platforms, Saint Mary's student government will sponsor an informal "Candidates "Night" tonight at 9 in the second floor parlor at Hagar Student Center.

Campaigns officially opened last night and will continue until mid­night Wednesday. Candidates were given 60 seconds to make their platform by midnight Saturday and were announced yesterday afternoon.

Voting will take place Thursday from 7 a.m. until 6 p.m. in Hagar College Center.

In the race for student body offices, the ticket of Lee Ann Franks, president; Anne Marie Collman, vice president for student affairs, and Julie Straszczub, vice president for academic affairs, is competing with the ticket of Michelle Mantion, president; Maureen Kowalts, vice president for student affairs, and Chris Hart, vice president for academic affairs.

Running for senior class officer are; Maureen Galligan, president; Anne Gallo, vice president; Marty Bonich, secretary and Jane Raah, treasurer, against Debbie Pancette, president; Mary Sue Dunn, vice president, Tracy Brigrabo, secretary and Regina Pinotti, treasurer.

The junior candidates are; Julie Harmon, president, Janet Biegel, vice president, Sury Walsh, secretary, and Beth Sieber, treasurer, versus Mary Beth Lavez­ jorz, president, Linda Casco, vice president, Chris Jack, secretary, and see SMC page 3
**Purposeful dumping** of hazardous waste is viewed by most Americans as a worse act than some homicides, the Justice Department said yesterday. Reporting on the largest survey of attitudes towards crime to date, the department's Bureau of Justice Statistics said public attitudes are more consistent than might be assumed from the disparity of criminal sentences around the nation. The survey, based on questions asked of 60,000 people over age 17 in 1977, could be a first step in establishing uniform sentencing guidelines for judges and juries. The bureau said that the public ranked non-violent victimless crimes, such as personal use of small amounts of drugs, among the least serious of offenses. But the agency said that most people consider bombings, corporate fraud, immoral mental pollution, and official corruption to be major offenses. The most serious offense, receiving a 72.1 score, was bombing of a public building in which 20 people are killed. The least serious offense, receiving a 0.2 score, was possession of a Nuclear Discharge book from school. The numerical ratings were mathematically weighted so that a crime considered twice as serious as another would receive a rating double the other crime's rating. — AP

Reagan is coming home today, and former neighbors packed into miles yesterday as the 15,800 resi­dents of the Northern Illinois community of Dixon prepared a huge birthday celebration welcoming Reagan to his boyhood home. The National Weather Service predicted up to 2 inches of snow tomorrow, with an afternoon high of 35 degrees, after today's forecast called for clearing skies, with an afternoon high of about 13 degrees. "We have just a few snowflakes in the air right now, to give the town a little character," Mac McCrellon, owner of the com­munity's "official" President Reagan souvenir shop, said yesterday afternoon. "But I don't know how long it's going to hold out. It's getting colder now." Reagan's trip was to begin with a dedication of the just-reserved home on South Hennes Street where he lived from 1914 to 1923, followed by the parade and a birthday party at the high school gymnasium, attended by 3,600 people. Reagan was to leave Dixon by helicopter for Eureka College, his 1932 alma mater, for a half-hour speech. — AP

**Weather**

Surprise! It's going to be very cold today with a modest high of 10 degrees and a slight chance of snow flurries. Partial clearing tonight, and very cold again, with a low of zero. — AP

**In Brief**

**No hang-ups with SMC phone system**

Anne Monastyrski

Saint Mary's Editor

Ma Bell hasn't rung the Belles of Saint Mary's telephones since thesummer of 1982 and although there are still some problems with the billing system there are few complaints. Recent glimpses concerning Notre Dame's new phone system, Infor, raised ques­tions about Saint Mary's system, ROLM.

The old system, Centers, which went through the now defunct Bell system was just that, old and outdated; it was installed in the late 1960s. Problems with transmitting calls and computer data prompted the change along with the exalting cost to maintain the system. Father Defois, principal author of the French Catholic Peace Movement in France, said that a crime considered twice as serious as another would receive a rating double the other crime's rating. — AP

**COUNSELINE**

A service to the NC community

239-7793

HOURS: Monday - Thursday

Counselling - a free confidential service provided by professionally trained volunteers that cover a wide variety of student concerns.

**Pilot: The Better Ballpoint pen**

When it runs out you won't have to.

The exciting filled ballpoint. It's got everything going for it. Smoother writing. Specially designed finger ribbing for comfortable writing feel. Stainless steel point. Tungsten carbide ball. Permanently balanced. A choice of medium or fine points. And best of all...you'll never throw it out. Just slip in a refill and you're ready to write again. So next time you need a pen, see one-per-box price and get the Pilot. The only Pilot ballpoint pen.
Lost shuttle satellite termed a "total loss"

Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — The Westar VI satellite, which was lost after being launched from the space shuttle Challenger, was found yesterday, "completely healthy" but in the wrong orbit, leading officials to call it "a total loss."

A ground station in California succeeded in changing the satellite's position so that its batteries could charge from the sun's energy, said Bill Vitas, a spokesman for Western Union, which owns Westar VI.

"As far as we know, we have a spacecraft (satellite) that's in the wrong orbit that's completely healthy," he said.

However, there was no hope of raising the satellite to its planned 22,900-mile orbit where it would be stationary above Earth, he said. The most that can be hoped for is that "we might get a few hours twice a day," he said. "In the parlance of cars, I think it's a total loss."

The satellite, representing a $75 million investment by Western Union, was ejected from the shuttle's cargo bay Friday. The loss was insured, the company said.

There was "no evidence of any damage to the spacecraft" and the failure apparently was in the rocket that was to carry it to geosynchronous orbit, he said.

In early ground testing of the booster rocket, it had failed when a nozzle came apart, allowing the rocket plume to surround and overheat the rest of the engine, Ziegler said. This caused an uncontrolled burning and eventually suifed out the flame.

Based on radar data, the failure in space was consistent with the one experienced during ground testing, he said. The orbit Westar VI achieved and a second large object seen on radar bolstered that theory, he said.

Ziegler said Westar VI could stay in orbit for years but he doubted whether any rescue was possible. "This satellite wasn't designed for that purpose with that possibility in mind, because it was intended to go up to geosynchronous orbit," he said. "Maybe at some point we could bring in another PAC engine up there, attach it to the thing that's out there, but that's pretty far-out thinking."

Law School performs Moot Court

BY TRIPP BALTZ

Staff Reporter

The judges found in favor of Rocky Vitas, a professional tennis player who purchased stock in a computer company. The respondents, Loreta Younger and Michael Burton, informed Vitas that the financial condition of their company was sound. Younger, although Chairman and President of the company, stated that Burton was solely responsible for the success of the company. Burton, however, became seriously ill, and after three months Vitas discovered that the company was actually in serious financial trouble. Younger made an attempt to save the business by purchasing an orange company in Florida. Vitas filed a complaint, urging that the respondents were guilty of fraud and of conducting a pattern of racketeering activity. Pedro spoke first, attempting to verify the respondents were guilty of racketeering. It was a pleasure for the judges to have such distinguished guests at Notre Dame as Pedro and Matthew T. Miklave served as Vitas' lobbyists.

The case concerned the petitioner, Rocky Vitas, a professional tennis player who purchased stock in a computer company. The respondents, Loreta Younger and Michael Burton, informed Vitas that the financial condition of their company was sound. Younger, although Chairman and President of the company, stated that Burton was solely responsible for the success of the company. Burton, however, became seriously ill, and after three months Vitas discovered that the company was actually in serious financial trouble. Younger made an attempt to save the business by purchasing an orange company in Florida. Vitas filed a complaint, urging that the respondents were guilty of fraud and of conducting a pattern of racketeering activity.

Pedro spoke first, attempting to verify the respondents were guilty of racketeering. It was a pleasure for the judges to have such distinguished guests at Notre Dame as Pedro and Matthew T. Miklave served as Vitas' lobbyists.

The judges decided in favor of Vitas. The judges found in favor of Rocky Vitas, a professional tennis player who purchased stock in a computer company. The respondents, Loreta Younger and Michael Burton, informed Vitas that the financial condition of their company was sound.

Influenced and Corrupt

The Moot Court was performed for a panel of distinguished judges and a Notre Dame audience by four third-year law students who had presented the case in the competition sponsored by the Young Lawyers Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.

Patrick J. Pedro and Matthew T. Miklave were the Counsel for the Petitioner in the case, facing Sheila C. McCarthy and Robert P. Stevo, who played the Counsel for the Respondents.

The judges of the Court included the Honorable Edward D. Re, Chief Judge of the United States Court of International Trade, and the Honorable James L. Ryan, Justice of the Supreme Court of the State of Michigan. Another judge, Jean E. Dubsky, couldn't appear at the Moot Court due to illness, but was replaced by Prof. Kenneth Ripple of the Notre Dame Law School.
Watt one of volunteers working for re-election

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — At least two former high-ranking Reagan administration officials who left under a cloud are working to re-elect the president, and a third is helping write the platform on which Reagan will run.

Jim Lake, spokesman for the ReaganBush campaign, said former Interior Secretary James Watt and the CIA's one-time spy chief, Max Hugel, are working as volunteers in the re-election effort. And Reagan's first national security adviser, Richard V. Allen, is a paid consultant to the Republican National Committee, where officials said he is helping draft the foreign policy section of the GOP platform.

Watt, whose two and a half years of stewardship of the nation's public lands and natural resources had been swirled in controversy, is not a regular member of the re-election committee. Lake said. But he added that campaign director Ed Rollins said: "But we will ask him in any way we can.

"Watt is "very strong with conservatives, fundamentalist religious groups and with many in the West," Lake said, and he will be asked to speak to organizations that still consider him something of a national hero.

Hugel, Lake said, is a member of a campaign advisory committee made up of people who worked in Reagan's past campaigns. Before he was appointed deputy director for operations at the Central Intelligence Agency, Hugel organized ethnic groups for Reagan in the 1980 campaign.

He was among the first Reagan administration officials to leave government.

July 1981. The Washington Post published the allegations of two brothers who had had business dealings with Hugel and claimed he had illegally engaged in a stock manipulation scheme with them. Hugel denied any wrongdoing but resigned immediately, saying he was "averting a possible burden on the CIA and his colleagues at the agency." His accusers, Thomas R. and Samuel P. McNell, both of New York, said he "dropped out of sight almost immediately after their charges were published." They claimed their financial empire has since crumbled, and two of their companies accused the brothers of stealing the firm's assets.

New blizzard strikes Northern Plains states

Associated Press

Blowing snow and a new surge of arctic air immobilized much of the Plains yesterday with blizzard conditions that killed at least seven people and stranded thousands more. Hundreds of motorists were rescued by the National Guard.

The latest installment of this winter's big chill drove temperatures below zero and trapped cars along highways as winds gusting to 60 mph created near-whiteouts. The cold air was forced to race south as Texas, with snow spreading below zero and trapped cars along highways as winds gusting to 60 mph created near-whiteouts. The cold air was forced to race south as Texas, with snow spreading

Have I got a deal for you!

No, Father John's Used Churches has not opened in New York. Father John J. O'Connor is merely very happy to arrive at St. Patrick's Cathedral as Archbishop-designate. O'Connor, who was previously bishop of Scranton, Penn., said he plans to "get to know people personally" as archbishop.

El Salvador informant murdered

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The U.S. Embassy in El Salvador has lost two key sources of information about rightist military violence over the past three years, with one informant possibly murdered because of what he knew, administration officials say.

The officials said the loss of those sources — and not an intentional cover-up by the Reagan administration — has prevented action against Miami-based exiles allegedly tied to right-wing death squads or against rightist leader Roberto D'Aubuisson.

Last week, Robert T. White, former U.S. ambassador to El Salvador, accused the administration of concealing evidence implicating D'Aubuisson in the 1980 murder of that country's Roman Catholic archbishop. White also said the administration had done little with information on six wealthy Salvadorans in Miami who he charged, direct death squad activity.

White was ousted as ambassador in January 1981 by President Reagan. However, officials familiar with the administration's evidence disputed his complaint, saying the information is far from conclusive and, in some cases, has been contradicted by other embassy reports filed after White's departure.

One official said the military oflicer who tied D'Aubuisson to the assassination of Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero was himself murdered in San Salvador about two years ago "probably because of what he knew."
The Observer
Nation of Islam leader campaigns for Jackson

Associated Press

CHICAGO — In the Rev. Jesse Jackson's moment of glory — a welcome home after his Persian triumph — a chant rippling through the crowd called for another man, "Speak, Farrakhan, Speak!"

The man answering the call was the man predicted to head the 1984 civil rights march by slotting in the role of a black politician. 

"Politics was just a game among white folks. A black man had nothing to gain," says C. Eric Lincoln, professor of religion and culture at Duke University and author of "The Black Muslims in America.

Yet now, Farrakhan, who scholars say considers himself Elijah Muhammad's only true apostle, has immersed himself in a campaign for the nation's highest office.

Farrakhan, 50, says he will accompany Jackson to City Hall on Thursday to register to vote for the first time in his life and bring nationwide respect.

That even surprises him. "If you had told me just a few years ago that I would be participating with Reverend Jackson in a presidential campaign, I probably would have said no. However, if you thought you were a white man and that overall, the campus boycott has had a positive effect."

"I refuse to let Reverend Jesse Jackson to go down into the Valley of the Shadow of Death by himself."

Some speculate Farrakhan, who journeyed with Jackson to Syria, may have been instrumental in the negotiations that capped the high-light of Jackson's candidacy — the release of captured U.S. airman Robert Goodman.

Associated Press

BERUIT, Lebanon — Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan and his eight-man Cabinet resigned yesterday, and President Amin Gemayel said he might scrap the May 17 troop withdrawal agreement with Israel as demanded by his opponents.

"Wazzan, a Sunni Moslem, said he was stepping down to allow formation of a national coalition government that might help end Lebanon's factional bloodshed."

"After accepting the resignations, Gemayel, a Maronite Christian, called for a cease-fire and said he was authorizing Lebanon's warning Moslem and Christian factions to Geneva for reconciliation talks Feb. 27."

"If there's ever a case where there's a moral judgement being questioned, such as in the conduct of third world children, a boycott or anything we can do is a good sign, because we're one of the few schools that even bothers doing something like that."
Should Catholic laypeople wear Roman collars?

A recent issue of U.S. Catholic includes a column, a survey and several letters on the question of whether priests should be more visible in laylife. Some ask why not let priests wear Roman clothes when they do not want to, while others ask why priests should be visible. My opinion is that priests should be visible, and that they should wear Roman clothes when they are in public.

On one hand, I think that priests should be visible because they are there to serve the people. On the other hand, I think that priests should wear Roman clothes because it is a sign of respect for the church and for the Pope. In addition, I think that priests should wear Roman clothes because it is a sign of the church's tradition and its status as a universal church.

I believe that priests should wear Roman clothes because it is a sign of respect for the church and for the Pope. In addition, I think that priests should wear Roman clothes because it is a sign of the church's tradition and its status as a universal church.

It is important to remember that the church is not just a building, but a living entity. The church is a community of people who come together to pray, to learn, to grow, and to share their faith. The church is a place where people can come to find comfort and support, and to find meaning in their lives.

It is important to remember that the church is not just a building, but a living entity. The church is a community of people who come together to pray, to learn, to grow, and to share their faith. The church is a place where people can come to find comfort and support, and to find meaning in their lives.

In conclusion, I believe that priests should wear Roman clothes. It is a sign of respect for the church and for the Pope, and it is a sign of the church's tradition and its status as a universal church. It is a sign of our love for the church and for the Pope, and it is a sign of our commitment to the church.
**Sir Obnoxious** Love those lines!  
by Marc Ramirez  
features staff writer

Sir Obnoxious is having difficulty understanding what people have against these frequent occurrences. Beauty, they say, is in the eye of the beholder, and when Sir Obnoxious beholds these supposed handfuls it becomes one of the secret satisfactions in his right perspective. In fact, when it comes right down to it, Sir Obnoxious can honestly say that he loves these lines.

Yes, my dear, lines, the ones you find yourself in at the wrong times at lunch and dinner, and the ones you get if you want foot- note: nor the Billy Joel tickets. Those lines.

So excitedly can I shout of “Ooh, I hate lines!” and “Who organizes these things anyway? I’d like to kill him” pass back and forth among the crowd. Sir Obnoxious merely stands back, takes it all in, and grins. For again, it is the classic case of a situation not being seen in the right light, and again we have a blessing disguised as a curse. If the Library, apple pie, and even the most effective of Sir Obnoxious’ columns.

Get in line with a smile (and here Sir Obnoxious has in mind the lunch crowds at the dining halls), and live up the boredom by starting a pleasant conversation. Sir Obnoxious has in fact found that these quips are often a great way to get people talking.

When you meet some food inspection guys are here checking on today’s hamburgers.

“Did you see Dean Roemer on ‘People’s Court?’”

“Ha! My doctor told me I have Plague! What does he know? Ha!”

“Has anyone seen my pet squirrel Gus?”

“Hmm, is he/she a Girl?”

“Has everyone seen my pet scoundrel Gus?”

“Has everyone seen my pet scoundrel Gus?”

“Has everyone seen my pet scoundrel Gus?”

While exclamations, “Ooh, I hate lines!” and “Who organizes these things anyway? I’d like to kill him” do pass back and forth among the crowd, Sir Obnoxious merely stands back, takes it all in, and grins. For again, it is the classic case of a situation not being seen in the right perspective. In fact, when it comes right down to it, Sir Obnoxious can honestly say that he loves these lines.

Yes, my dear, lines, the ones you find yourself in at the wrong times at lunch and dinner, and the ones you get if you want foot-
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Sports Briefs

Lifesaving/Water Safety Instructor Courses will be held at the Rochest Field at the William Lifesaving—9:10-9:45, 10:15-10:50, 11:20-12:05, and 12:10-12:55 on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 11:05-12:05, 12:20-2:20 on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and 10:00-11:00 on Saturdays. Water Safety Instructor courses will be held from 9 a.m. to noon on Monday. There will be a charge of $6 for materials for Lifesaving classes and a $2 charge for Water Safety courses. For more information, call Brother Louis Hurck, C.S.C., at 239-6321. — The Observer

Workouts for the 54th Inaugural have begun and will continue throughout the semester leading up to the fights. No previous experience is necessary. Workouts begin at 4 p.m. everyday in the north dome of the student center. For more information, call Angela Perino at 3417, Tom Lefazy at 1728, or Mike Lata at 8308. — The Observer

A downhill ski trip to Royal Valley is being offered by the NFA. The trip, which includes transportation, lift tickets, ski rental, and lessons, covers the next two Tuesday evenings. For more information, call the NFA office at 239-6690. — The Observer

Your Health is a three-night seminar sponsored by Notre Dame and the student health association. The cost for the remaining lectures is $10, and is being held in the LaFortune South dome of the student center. Lectures begin at 7 p.m. Tomorrow's lecture is on the importance of good health awareness program. Register for the seminar by calling NV A and the student health association. — The Observer

Horse riders! There will be a very brief, but man­ datory organizational meeting on tomorrow, at 6:30 p.m. in the LaFortune Tinee Theater. Please bring along dues of $3 club. Hospitality. All are welcome — bring your two-legged friends. Call Margaret at 876-52 if there are any questions. — The Observer

In water action, the men's swimming team defeated Kalamazoo College and lost to Bowling Green this weekend. The Notre Dame women lost a pair to Bowling Green and Northern Illinois. See Mary Sieg's story tomorrow. — The Observer

Continued from page 12

Irish continued from page 12

in the net; gained seven of nine free throws, sank a three-pointer after two minutes, earning him Coach Foster's praise.

Foster has a lot of pressure for a freshman, 'the day Irish coach said. "He played very intelligently. The free throws that he made were very important."

Jim Foster led the team with 19 points Foster, a senior who had never been beaten by Notre Dame, said afterward that it is a great feeling to beat

It was an emotional game for me," he said, "They shut me down last year, you gave me so many

Fourth in the third, 17th (53 percent) in the second half, while the Irish shot 37 percent (20 in 53 percent) in the second half. The Carolinas outrebounded Notre Dame, 33-25, in the game.

The leading scorer for the Irish was Shuty, 15, while Kempston had 11.

"I thought two things that were factors," he explained, "One, they became more successful in the last few minutes. and two, we ended up shooting 41 percent in the second half."

South Carolina Coach Bill Foster added his impressions of the game, "They worked around him, they didn't get into anything. Fortunately, our defense bailed us out at the other end."

The Irish, now 14-4, will play host tomorrow night to a match against Saint Michael's, the Atlantic Athletic Conference at 8 p.m.

The Observer Notre Dame office, located on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center, accepts classified advertising from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer Notre Dame student's office, located on the third floor of educe College, accepts classified advertising from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. Deadline for next­ day classifieds is 3 a.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or by mail. Charge is 10 cents per character per day.
Hockey continued from page 12
Some sloppy play plagued Notre Dame both offensively and defensively in the second period.
"We weren't playing our positions and we weren't moving the puck well," said head coach Louie Saile.
But quickly in the third period the Irish regrouped, got their act together and jumped to a 6-2 lead with two goals before the five-minute mark.
Chapman and Badalich did the honors as each netted his second goal of the night.
The crowd kept the Warriors motivated, however, as they came right back to draw within two, capitalizing on shots by O'Grady and Gary Handelman before the midway point of the period.
Unfortunately for the Warriors, the Notre Dame defense tightened and the offense added three more goals. Steve Whitmore, Mark Brenning, and Jeff Badalich turned on the red light the final three times.
"They got some quick goals and at times we seemed to let down. We just managed to outplay and outgoal them when we needed to," said Parsons.
Guzy had 25 saves in earning the victory. Marquette made 45 in the losing cause.
After a buffet dinner and reception sponsored by the Notre Dame club of Milwaukee and an early morning arrival back at Notre Dame, the team came out Saturday just as eager to play in that night's contest.
Instead, Saturday's game turned out to be no contest at all. The Irish quickly jumped to a 4-1 lead in the first period as so many times the lancers scored for the lancers Parsons, Badalich, Roy, and Dave Waldbillig all capitalized on the Warriors' inability.
John Hough tallied the lone Marquette goal at the 16:25 mark.
Second period scoring was very similar to the first. The Irish again led in a 4-1 routning of the Warriors, upping their lead to 9-2.
Bowie, Parsons, Ely, and Whitmore sent the four bucks flying into the Marquette goal.
Handelman was able to slip one by Tim Lakenda late in the second period for the Warriors second and final goal of the evening.
The third period was the Irish hit for three more goals, all power plays. Bowie and Thebeau both used powerful shots early in the period to beat Maziarek.
Lakenda completed the hatrick at 18:00 of the third period. He rounded out the evening's scoring as Notre Dame posted a 13-0 victory.
The Irish will seek to avenge their last week loss to the Mountaineers of Berea this one, said Rouse.
"We just had too much ability, quality, and depth. And as a result, the game was not as exciting as we would have liked." said Rouse.
But quickly in the third period the Irish regrouped, got their act together and jumped to a 6-2 lead with two goals before the five-minute mark. The crowd kept the Warriors motivated, however, as they came right back to draw within two, capitalizing on shots by O'Grady and Gary Handelman before the midway point of the period.
Unfortunately for the Warriors, the Notre Dame defense tightened and the offense added three more goals. Steve Whitmore, Mark Brenning, and Jeff Badalich turned on the red light the final three times.
"They got some quick goals and at times we seemed to let down. We just managed to outplay and outgoal them when we needed to," said Parsons.
Guzy had 25 saves in earning the victory. Marquette made 45 in the losing cause.
After a buffet dinner and reception sponsored by the Notre Dame club of Milwaukee and an early morning arrival back at Notre Dame, the team came out Saturday just as eager to play in that night's contest.
Instead, Saturday's game turned out to be no contest at all. The Irish quickly jumped to a 4-1 lead in the first period as so many times the lancers scored for the lancers Parsons, Badalich, Roy, and Dave Waldbillig all capitalized on the Warriors' inability.
John Hough tallied the lone Marquette goal at the 16:25 mark.
Second period scoring was very similar to the first. The Irish again led in a 4-1 routning of the Warriors, upping their lead to 9-2.
Bowie, Parsons, Ely, and Whitmore sent the four bucks flying into the Marquette goal.
Handelman was able to slip one by Tim Lakenda late in the second period for the Warriors second and final goal of the evening.
The third period was the Irish hit for three more goals, all power plays. Bowie and Thebeau both used powerful shots early in the period to beat Maziarek.
Lakenda completed the hatrick at 18:00 of the third period. He rounded out the evening's scoring as Notre Dame posted a 13-0 victory.
The Irish will seek to avenge their loss defeat thus far this season on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the ACC when they take on Lake Forest. The Foresters defeated the Irish 9-6 on January 25.
St. John's loses in overtime again

Associated Press

The overtime period has become the Twilight Zone for the St. John's basketball team this season. Playing their third overtime game in two weeks, and their fourth over all, the Redmen lost 59-57 to second-ranked DePaul Saturday. In overtime games, luckless St. John's is 0-4.

In a 12-7 season, the Redmen have made a habit of down-to-the-wire finishes. They have been in contention in every game this season except for two big losses to North Carolina and Georgetown.

In other Top Ten games, top-ranked North Carolina routed The Citadel 76-60, third-ranked Kentucky was upset 69-62 by Alabama, fourth-ranked Georgetown rolled past Connecticut 87-62, fifth-ranked Nevada-Las Vegas beat Long Beach State 79-65, sixth-ranked Houston hammered SMU 76-57, seventh-ranked Texas-Pan American beat Brigham Young 85-77, No. 8 Illinois trimmed Northwestern 71-52, No. 9 Michigan State edged Alabama, Birmingham 53-51 in overtime, and 10th-ranked Maryland was beaten by No. 18 Georgia Tech 71-70 in two overtimes.

Elsewhere, No. 11 Tulsa walloped Drake 93-74, No. 12 Oklahoma toppled Missouri 76-65, No. 14 LSU defeated Georgia 69-68 in overtime; 15th-ranked Wake Forest beat Clemson 76-72 in overtime; No. 11 Purdue downed Iowa 48-46; No. 17 Louisville tripped La Salle 93-88, and No. 20 UCLA was beaten by Washington 89-81 in three overtimes.

In Sunday's games, Drake's McClaugh hit a 15-foot goal with 1.4 seconds remaining to give Valparaiso a 77-75 Big East triumph over No. 13 Syracuse, and Auburn, led by Charles Barclay's 28 points and Chuck Person's four key final shots, upset Florida 67-55 to increase its lead in the Southeastern Conference to a full game over Kentucky.

Kenny Patterson hit two key shots for DePaul, a 20-foot jumper in regulation that tied the score at 51 with 1:27 remaining, and a 10-footer with three seconds left in overtime. With the score tied at 55, Patterson sank two free throws with 17 seconds remaining in overtime, giving the Blue Demons a 57-55 lead. But St. John's guard Chris Mullin, who led all scorers with 21 points, missed out with a pair of free throws with nine seconds left.

Brad Daugherty scored 16 points in a balanced North Carolina attack that buried The Citadel. The unbeaten Tar Heels won their 20th game, the 14th straight season that a Dean Smith-coached team has reached that plateau. In his 23 years as North Carolina coach, Smith has won 20 or more games 17 times.

Vermont continued from page 12

low all should be able to have their way against the smaller opponent. In fact, when asked how the Catamounts match up against the Irish, Whitmore replied, "We probably don't. Their inside, overall strength is tough. I think they'll be able to overpower us." Swingman Tom Stock, leading the Irish with 16.3 ppg, and point guard Jolo Buckman will also play important roles.

All the Irish will have to improve on their 14-6 record. To improve on their 14-6 record.

In the only other meeting between Vermont and Notre Dame during the 1976-77 season, the Irish knew his reasons. "We wanted to make money. Really, though, it's a good way to get some recruiting exposure."

All signs point to an overpowered win for the Irish, with no one from Vermont even expecting a chance for victory. But stranger things have happened, and if there is no improvement on the part of the Irish, it could turn out to be closer than expected.

WANTED:
* Emergency Medical Technicians
* Advanced First Aiders

To assist with Notre Dame's new First Response squad. Contact Dan Carrillo for more information.

ATTENTION

Notre Dame - Holy Cross

300 Students Are Needed To Work

Jr. Parents Weekend

February 17-18-19, 1984

Mary Beth Schuetz and her teammates on the Irish women's basketball team fared about as well as the men this weekend, dropping a tough 73-72 decision at Michigan State on Friday. More details on the game will appear in tomorrow's paper.

NVA pairs

H. Allen Riehl - Drake
Henry Smith - Eastman
Carney - Hines
Carney - Hines

H. Allen Riehl - Drake
Henry Smith - Eastman
Carney - Hines
Carney - Hines

N/SMC Students

PARTY

Spring Break in Daytona Beach

INCLUDES
* Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful Daytona Beach, Florida.
* Free refreshments on the way down [the party starts here.]
* Florida days/7 endless nights at one of our exciting oceanfront hotels, located right on the strip.
* A full schedule of FREE good parties every day.
* A list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in Daytona Beach.
* Official representatives to insure a smooth trip and a good time.
* Optional side excursions to Disney World, Epcot, deep sea fishing, etc.
* All taxes and tips

YOU CANNOT FIND A BETTER DEAL OR A BETTER TIME OVER SPRING BREAK

For further information and sign up

Call Paul at 263-4358

or stop by 331 S. Edward's Hall

$195
The Daily Crossword

Across
1. Recedes
2. Fratricide
3. Made a putt
4. August
5. Richard Guindon
6. Ellinor
7. Increase
8. Wax
9. Opposite
10. Cable
11. Western
12. Opposite
13. Update
14. Bucket
15. First
16. Mildly
17. Ms. Chase
18. Frail
19. Angry
20. Midwestern
21. Against
22. Round
23. Lease
24. Ruby
25. Climbing
26. Good
27. Frail
28. Opposite
29. Author
30. Opposite
31. Poetic
32. Smell
33. Water
34. Neutical
35. George
36. Increase
37. Eastern
38. Exempt
39. Ruby
40. Cigar
41. Give
42. Senior
43. Meadow
44. Songbird
45. Except
46. Kind of
47. Social
48. Southern
49. Medium
50. Call
51. Date
52. All
53. Weary
54. Eastern
55. Staircase
56. Social
57. In the
58. Carnival
59. Human
60. Called
61. Notion
62. Congressman
63. Pung and
64. Cozy
65. Paint
66. Duck
67. Elyssium
68. Varnish
69. Ingredient
70. College
71. State
72. Attire
73. Barefoot
74. Upside
75. Calling
76. Alumni
77. Name
78. Elyssium
79. Varnish
80. Ingredient
81. Hall
82. Canyon
83. State
84. Barefoot
85. Upside
86. Attire
87. Name
88. Elyssium
89. Varnish
90. Ingredient
91. Hall
92. Canyon
93. State
94. Barefoot
95. Upside
96. Attire
97. Name
98. Elyssium
99. Varnish
100. Ingredient

Down
1. Ellen
2. Frail
3. Autocrat
4. Autocrat
5. Casino
6. Moroccan
7. Capital
8. Cities
9. Opposite
10. Opposite
11. Opposite
12. Opposite
13. Opposite
14. Opposite
15. Opposite
16. Opposite
17. Opposite
18. Opposite
19. Opposite
20. Opposite
21. Opposite
22. Opposite
23. Opposite
24. Opposite
25. Opposite
26. Opposite
27. Opposite
28. Opposite
29. Opposite
30. Opposite
31. Wear away
32. Parts
33. Water
34. Poetic
35. Where
36. 1st
37. Mt. St. Helens
38. Hires
39. Large
40. Oust
41. Salary
42. Roads
43. Family
44. Large
45. Amount
46. Working on
47. Parwan
48. Mountains
49. St. Elias
50. Left
51. Salary
52. Old
53. Right-hand
54. Man
55. Inquiries
56. Points
57. View
58. Call
59. Call
60. Call
61. Call
62. Call
63. Call
64. Call
65. Call
66. Call
67. Call
68. Call
69. Call
70. Call
71. Call
72. Call
73. Call
74. Call
75. Call
76. Call
77. Call
78. Call
79. Call
80. Call
81. Call
82. Call
83. Call
84. Call
85. Call
86. Call
87. Call
88. Call
89. Call
90. Call
91. Call
92. Call
93. Call
94. Call
95. Call
96. Call
97. Call
98. Call
99. Call
100. Call

The Far Side

"Take another name, Miss Wilkerson... I want to see allagi pelican in my office first thing tomorrow morning!"

TV Tonight

7 p.m. - 16
22 - PM Magazine
28 - John's Wild
34 - Contemporary Health Issues
7:30 p.m. - 16 Barney Miller
22 - Family Feast
34 - Straight Talk
8 p.m. - 16 TV Ads, Commercials and Practical Jokes
22 - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
28 - Special Movie "Arthur"
34 - Frontline
9 p.m. - 16 Monday Night at the Movies
22 - Afterschool
54 - Great Performances
9:30 p.m. - 22 Newsbreak
10 p.m. - 16 Emerital Point, N.A.S.
11 p.m. - 16 NewsCenter 16
22 - 22 Eyewitness News
28 - Newswatch 28

Student Union takes you to...

FT. LAUDERDALE
7 nights at Sheraton Yankee Trader $199
Round trip Motor Coach $99

Total Package $289

For more info, call NDSU at 239-7757

Pink Floyd's THE WALL
at Chautauqua

Wed. Feb. 8
Thurs. Feb. 9
7,9,11
Adm: $4

©1988 Tribune Company Syndicate, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
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**Sports**

**Bill, Jimmy, and Michael Foster help Gamecocks over sluggish Irish**

By PHIL WOLF

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Notre Dame Basketball Coach Digger Phelps said last week that the South Carolina Gamecocks were "due to explode on somebody." Gamecock coach Bill Foster agreed.

"We're like a volcano," Foster says. "We're sitting there, ready to erupt, and it's got to erupt sometime."

It did not look like either an explosion or an eruption, however, when an inspired South Carolina team downed the Irish Saturday night, 52-42, in the Carolina Coliseum.

The game was close until about the final three minutes, when poor offensive play by the Irish and clutch free-throw shooting for the Gamecocks accounted for the ten-point margin.

Carolina controlled the tip off to start the game and after the two teams traded missed baskets, guard Jimmy Hawthorne put the Gamecocks on the board first. With 14:55 remaining in the first half, however, the Irish had established a six-point lead, at 9-3, and appeared to be controlling the tempo of the game. The Gamecocks fought back, though, and the Irish were unable to extend their lead.

Notre Dame managed to hit nine of 19 shots from the floor (47 percent) in the first half to take a 22-19 lead into the lockerroom at halftime.

Tim Kempton had nine points in the half on four-for-six shooting, and Tom Sluby had seven for the Irish.

South Carolina, on the other hand, shot a miserable seven for 24 (29 percent) for the half, and the Gamecocks' leading scorer, forward Jimmy Foster (18.8 points per game), had only three points.

The Gamecocks were kept in the game by hitting five of six attempts from the line, and outrebounding the Irish, 17-13.

After the intermission, South Carolina started to click, while the Irish lost momentum.

Then two Fosters, senior Jimmy and freshman Michael (who are not related to each other nor to coach Bill Foster) combined for 29 second-half points, while the Gamecocks defense held Kempton and Shaly to two and six points, respectively.

The Irish had several steals and rebounds in the final minutes, but they were not able to convert their possessions into points.

To stop the clock and try to gain possession of the ball, Notre Dame began to foul, committing 13 infractions in the game's final three minutes.

Gamecocks responded by making 13 of 19 attempts from the line in those three minutes.

Michael Foster, who had 15 points for the Gamecocks, said, "We're due for a big game tonight."

see **IRISH**, page 8

---

**Irish dominate series against rival Marquette**

By SCOTT BICHA and ED DOMANSKY

Once again Central States Collegiate Hockey League opposition provided little challenge for the Notre Dame hockey team.

The Irish crushed Marquette 9-4 on Friday in Milwaukee, then returned home to win 8-0 Saturday on the ACC. See **HOCKEY**, page 9

Before a loud, near-capacity crowd in the one-thousand seat arena, it took the Irish over half a period to get the puck past Marquette netminder Ken Maziarck. The aggressive Warriors contained the Notre Dame offense until the Irish scored the first time when the Warriors connected on an off-balanced goal.

Then just over a minute later Gatto took a feed by O'Grady's centering pass from behind the net and beat Maziarck with a drive from the slot.

The Irish swept the series. The Warriors took a 3-2 record into those three minutes.

Maziarck with a drive from the slot.

Before the start of the second period, Marquette's Dave O'Grady was given a two-minute penalty for missing a berth in the slot.

The Irish once again dominated in the second period, out-scoring the Warriors 5-1. The Irish forced the Warriors to shoot in order to control the game and该项不一致的球门之前，将球门置于选球门的左侧。

see **HOCKEY**, page 9

---

**Easy Irish win? Vermont poses little threat to Irish**

By ERIC SCHEUERMANN

From a look at the statistics it would seem that the University of Vermont basketball team should pose no threat to the Fighting Irish tonight in their game at 8 in the ACC. The Catamounts are led by 6-1 sophomore guard Howard Hudson. Going into Saturday's game at Dayton, Hudson led the team in three categories, with 15.8 points per game, 7.3 assists, and 4.3 steals. His quickness could pose a problem. Joining Hudson in the backcourt is 6-foot-4 sophomore George Payne, averaging 9.5 ppg since going into Saturday's contest.

Vermont Head Coach Bill Whitmore has one explanation for his team's troubles. "We don't have a senior on the team. We're inexperienced and we've been making too many mistakes."

The Catamounts are led by 6-1 sophomore guard Howard Hudson. Going into Saturday's game at Dayton, Hudson led the team in three categories, with 15.8 points per game, 7.3 assists, and 4.3 steals. His quickness could pose a problem. Joining Hudson in the backcourt is 6-foot-4 sophomore George Payne, averaging 9.5 ppg since going into Saturday's contest.

Up front, 6-5 sophomore forward John Simko is the big gun, averaging 14.2 ppg and 6.2 rebounds, occupying second place on the team in both categories. The other forward will be 6-5 freshman Bill Bevans, 6.6 ppg and five rebounds. Junior center Matt Thompson, 6-7, leads the team in rebounds with 6.6 per game; and also in 10.6 ppg. The Irish inside game should be the key against Vermont. Tim Kempton, Jim Dolan, and Ken Barlow are the top Irish big men.

see **VERMONT**, page 10

---

**SMC swimmers defeat Kalamazoo College**

By KATHLEEN NICHLSON

There seemed to be a little bit of deja-vu in this Friday past Friday night when the Saint Mary's swim team met up with Kalamazoo College in a tooth and nail fight for team points and a victorious outcome.

It was almost an identical repeat of the 1983 meet as the Belles entered the final 400-yd. freestyle relay (the event that cost them a victory against Kalamazoo last year) with a two-point advantage over their opponents. Relay swimmers Patty Luckens, Joyce Murtagh, Ellen Byrne, and Gail Casey had their jobs cut out for them as they knew nothing less than a first place finish would give them the entire meet.

The reliable four not only won the event and the meet (74-65), they set a new varsity record for the team and simultaneously boosted the season record to 4-2, clinching the first winning swimming season in Saint Mary's history.

Senior Gail Casey, in a spectacular performance set two new varsity records in the 50-yd. free and 200-yd. breaststroke while also captur- ing first in the 100-yd. IM. Surprisingly enough, only a year ago Casey's swimming career was in question when she suffered a swollen knee injury which required post-season surgery. This obstacle did not seem to slow Casey down as she has returned to record-breaking and establishing herself as one of Saint Mary's finest athletes.

Senior Rosie Whalen again dominated the backstroke events, winning the 100-yd. event and placing second in the 200-yd. event in national qualifying time. She also led the 200-yd. medley relay team to a first place finish and captured another second in the 100-yd. butterfly.

Sophomore speedster Amy Stauder, following in her upperclass- man teammates footsteps, took two

see **SWIM**, page 9

---

**Mark Binning (foreground) and Greg Duncan (background) led Notre Dame to another NCAA title in Milwaukee and 12-2 Saturday in the ACC. See Ed Domansky's story above.**

---
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